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This week we got to chat with Karen Radley, the founder of popular London trade show Scoop.
She talks why the Saatchi Gallery is still the chosen venue and how Scoop has changed since its
launch back in 2011.

Karen Radley - Founder of Scoop International

What inspired you to launch The Scoop Trade show?
I was an Agent for premium European designers and felt the need for a contemporary designer
trade show in London. After thinking about it for years – I was challenged by a senior buyer to
launch my own show which I did!

How would you describe Scoop?
Scoop is a bi-annual curated fashion trade show exhibiting 250+ contemporary designer
collections: womenswear, apparel, footwear, accessories and lifestyle products.

What makes Scoop so different to other trade shows?
Scoop is totally unique as the setting of the show is in one of Europe’s coolest contemporary art
galleries. Each season is a wonderful challenge curating Scoop within iconic art and sculpture
installations. I have always felt art, design and fashion always work well and spin oﬀ each other
with regards inspiration in both fashion design, textile techniques and colour. There are no other
tradeshows providing this setting, that's why Scoop is so unique within the fashion industry.

Why the Saatchi Gallery for the event?
As well as being one of London’s coolest contemporary art galleries, I believe fashion design runs
hand in hand with art, so the gallery was an obvious choice. The galleries within the Saatchi lend
themselves well to exhibiting collections, so when you turn every corner there will be a surprise for
our visitors!

How do you source the designers for Scoop?
I personally travel around Europe visiting showrooms of new designers as well some of our more
established labels that show with us. Each fashion collection at Scoop is hand-picked by me, so
every season expect a refresh with some new designer collections for buyers to discover.

How has Scoop changed in the six years of it running?
Our first show in February 2011 exhibited 40 labels roll on 6 years and now we have 250 UK &
International contemporary collections showing with us.

What do you see for the future of Scoop?
Scoop will always retain its very personal and curated feel growing organically each season.

Will you be attending Scoop this year? RSVP

www.Scoop-International.com
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